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VISUAL ELEMENTS



1.



Line



foundation of all drawing

the first and most versatile element 

can be used to suggest:
shape, pattern, form,

structure, growth, depth,
distance, rhythm, movement, etc.







2.



Shape



flat area of enclosed space

two dimensional

geometric / organic





3.



Texture & Pattern



texture:
defined as a tactile quality of an object’s surface

pattern:
an arrangement of lines or shapes, repeated at 

regular intervals over a surface







4.



Color



produced when light, striking an object,
is reflected back to the eye

properties:
hue: the color itself

intensity (saturation): the quality that distinguishes 
a strong color from a weak one

value (brightness): the quality by which one 
distinguishes a light color from a dark one











COMPOSITION



Focal point a.k.a. Dominance

1.



The most important part of your piece - core message and a 
clear goal 

Create a point which will draw the observers attention

Dominant element (size, shape, color, depth, value...)

Main purpose of design is to communicate







2.

Visual hierarchy



Orient viewers’ eyes in a specific direction

Arranging elements in a way that communicates the relative 
importance of each

Using leading lines to direct viewer through the layout







3.

Balance



Creating visual harmony.

Symmetrical and asymmetrical.

Balancing ‘weight’ of elements.





4.

Contrast



Greater difference - in color, shape, texture, size or position







5.

Repetition







6.

Alignment









7.

Negative space







Golden ratio
- (almost) rule of thirds -

8.



In mathematics, two quantities are in the golden ratio if their 
ratio is the same as the ratio of their sum to the larger of the 
two quantities

Focal points should lie at the intersections of the lines of the 
thirds







KEY VISUAL



Key visual is a design used in marketing agencies that works as 
a guideline or visual reference for an advertising campaign. 

It helps to see which ideas, elements, fonts and color palette 
will be used in all future ads and designs.

A good key visual should effectively and clearly express 
the communication tone and the emotions we are going to 
provoke in the target audience.



Key visuals show graphic elements, but they also 
communicate an identity and tell a story. 
That is why they usually have more dynamism than logos or 
other designs, and some of them look like movie posters. 

But even though key visuals look like posters or ads, they are 
an internal tool for the agency and not for being shown to the 
public. 

Creating a key visual is a good way to ensure that everybody 
in your team is “on the same page”. It allows the staff to easily 
visualize the aesthetics and the concept behind a campaign 
and to work coherently in the same direction.



























POS MATERIALS



POS is a set of advertising materials and products used at the 
point of sale and elsewhere to promote a certain product or 
assortment.











OOH



Out-of-home advertising or outdoor advertising, also known 
as out-of-home media or outdoor media, is advertising that 
reaches the consumers while they are outside their homes.

















TYPOGRAPHY



Typography is the art and technique of arranging 
type to make written language legible, readable, 

and appealing when displayed. 

The arrangement of type involves selecting 
typefaces, point sizes, line lengths, line-spacing, 

and letter-spacing, and adjusting the space 
between pairs of letters.





In typography, a typeface (also known as font family) 
is a set of one or more fonts each composed of glyphs 

that share common design features.

Each font of a typeface has a specific weight, style, 
condensation, width, slant, italicization...



The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Light

Regular

Italic

Medium

Bold

Bold Italic

*Typeface* *Font*



Different types of fonts



GOOD
PRACTICES













WRONG
FONT CHOICE







TYPE GONE
REALLY BAD









CALLIGRAPHY



Calligraphy is a visual art related to writing.

It is the design and execution of lettering with 
a broad tip instrument, brush, or other writing 

instruments.









ILLUSTRATION





An illustration is a decoration, interpretation or visual 
explanation of a text, concept, idea or process.

 It is designed for integration in printed media, such 
as posters, flyers, magazines, books, apparel, teaching 

materials, animations, video games, films...















PHOTOGRAPHY





Bright colors or dark and raw. A photo reflects the 
identity of the sender. Not only what is on the picture, 

but also the style of photography tells the story.

Millions of images flash past us. By communicating 
consistently, the viewer will recognize the sender.


















